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AN INTRODUCTION TO

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN

Alan Winslow is an engineering manager (SID Portables) working on planning and implementing CAD

systems for the Service Instruments Division. Alan joined Tek in 1975 from Bell Laboratories where he
participated in the development of the 1A Central Processor, Bell System's largest computer to date .

Alan holds an MS and a PhD in Electrical Engineering from the University of Illinois.

new

The following article is the first in a series taken from Forum Let's consider some of the implications of that first law .

18, CAD /CAM at Tektronix. The Engineering Activities First , Tektronix needs more CAD capacity than we use .

Council sponsors forums to promote the communication of This extra capacity ensures that the tools are available on

engineers' view of technology to Tektronix demand to the CAD user – even though we may find

management. ourselves with expensive equipment being utilized at only

60% to 70% of system capacity .

Computer-aided design (CAD) is vital to Tektronix '

continued success ; in fact, I believe that CAD tools are
Second, when implementing a CAD system , managersmust
precisely understand the intended use of the system . If they

essential to the long-term health and success of any
fail to clearly identify user needs before acquiring or

company wishing to remain technology -driven. Over the
implementing a CAD system , productivity improvements

next five to ten years , CAD tools will dramatically affect
and other potential CAD benefits are highly unlikely . A

how all of us do our jobs .
thorough understanding of user needs will help managers

This article will include : select or develop the right CAD system .

• a definition of CAD, Last , CAD tools must be :

a discussion of why CAD is important for all of us , • available ,

a brief survey of CAD activities inside and outside • easy to use,

Tektronix , • reliable ,

• some suggestions for implementing CAD, and • friendly, and

• supported
a look at the benefits and risks of an aggressive CAD

program .
In short , the interface between the user and the CAD facility

must be superbly human-engineered . Otherwise , potential
DEFINITION

users will avoid the CAD tools , and CAD will fail.

CAD is an acronym for computer-aided design . However , CAD IN DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
let's take that definition one step further. At the core , CAD

is a human / machine team whose objective is to improve Where can CAD be used in the development process?
human productivity . As is the case in developing most Historically , CAD has been applied primarily to analysis

teams , it is useful to look at the relative strengths and problems where logic is complete and systematic. SPICE,weaknesses of the team members .
logic simulators , and transmission-line analysis programs

are examples of such applications .
Humans tend to be slow , emotional , and unpredictable,

while the computer is extremely fast and far more Today, CAD can be used throughout the development

predictable . Fortunately, humans possess some offsetting process. As the cost of computers has dropped , the role of
characteristics valuable to the CAD team : creativity , CAD in the development process has expanded . CAD is
judgment , and achievement-orientation . This team member now being effectively used where logic is heuristic ( based on

profile makes it natural to assign the drudgery to the assumptions as opposed to rigorous analysis ) . The human

computer and leave creativity , intuition , and judgment to directs the development process at branch points which
humans. Further , because it is people not computers , require judgment and intuition , while the computer
CAD, or any other capital acquisition

that will achieve performs the drudgery between these branch points. Two
engineering objectives, the human must be the captain of the examples of this application of CAD are the creation of
team . Thus , we arrive at the first law of CAD survival.

mechanical drawings and the use of interactive graphics to

design ECBs .
FIRST LAW OF CAD SURVIVAL

Today CAD can aid the user at virtually every step in the
CAD must cater to and complement the human. Adherence

to this law is essential to successfully implementing a CAD development cycle including schematic drawing, creating

mathematical models , design analysis , data reduction,
program .

Continued on page 4
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-

design modification and re-analysis , final design drafting, Generally , CAD capabilities take one of five forms:

NC tape preparation , and project control . • software programs,
• computers,

The technological elements of successful CAD are : • computer peripherals ,
Direct interactive communication to facilitate • turn-key systems , and
communication between the human and the machine. • programmable bench equipment .

• Graphics — to bridge the communication gap between

the computer and the human . Computer peripherals provide I / O capability for a specific

• Common data bases — to minimize communication aspect of CAD; examples of such peripherals include

problems between the various disciplines involved in penplotters and photoplotters . Turn-key systems are usually

product development . minicomputer-based systems combining software

• State -of- the -art analysis programs to evaluate programs, computers , and computer peripherals into a

state -of -the- art designs. package targeted at providing CAD capabilities for one or a

few disciplines . Examples of programmable bench

equipment include MDAs (microprocessor design aids) ,WHY CAD IS IMPORTANT
GPIB (general-purpose interface bus ) test -and

One aspect of professionalism is the use of the most measurement gear, and terminals .
advanced tools available . Today , CAD is among the most

advanced tools that we can put in the engineer's hand . To For major CAD acquisitions , the deciding factor between

remain at the cutting edge of their professions, mechanical systems is usually software capability . Software is the

engineers should be using structural analysis programs like driving force behind the strength of most large CAD

SAP5, analog circuit designers should be using SPICE, and systems .

logic designers should be using logic simulators .

WHAT IS HAPPENING IN CAD AT TEKTRONIX?

To illustrate the importance of using advanced tools ,

consider developing software for a large project without To give you a flavor of how we are already using CAD, here

high-level languages and advanced development utilities . are a few examples of today's CAD activities at Tektronix .

Development cycles would increase by a factor of three -to

five and , because their talents would be significantly
• Circuit design and analysis . Tektronix has a very

underutilized , it would be difficult to keep competent advanced analog -circuit simulation package, SPICE;
for reliability analysis, we have RELY; and for digital

professionals on the job .
minimization , we have LOGMIN (primarily used in
IC design) .

Other companies recognize CAD's importance:
• Logic simulation . For logic simulation , we have

• Boeing currently employs close to 400 engineers TEKSIM and SALOGS (whose primary application
developing, extending,extending , modifying, and using

is IC design ) as well as the recently introduced stateCAD /CAM tools .
machine synthesizer (SMS) program ( from the• Two of the nine divisions at Bell Laboratories are CAD / CAM Development group ).

developing CAD tools for their business activities as • Software design . For microprocessor software, wewell as their engineering activities . have TESLA . It would be worthwhile to look into
• Pete Estes , chairman of the board for General Motors , some of the Microcomputer Development Products

stated that "CAD tools shortened the X-car business unit's tools for help in designing
development by 18 months . " microprocessor software. Tek Labs is presently

• Merrill Lynch predicts that the commercial CAD working on a software archival system .
market will grow 44 % per year over the next five years ; • IC and hybrid design . We have a very good hybrid
in 1979, the commercial CAD market grew faster than circuit design package , HCAD. Jack Hurt and
44 % .

Clayton Mohr, the designers and implementers of this
system , discuss HCAD in an upcoming Technology

For Tektronix , I believe the choice is simple : Vigorously Report article on computer-aided hybrid circuit
obtain and use the best CAD available , or risk obsolescence . design. We have numerous monolithic IC computer
In a technology-driven business such as ours , professional design aids .

obsolescence is intolerable . It is important for all of us to • Etched circuit board design . Tek has much activity in
recognize this fact and support the growth of CAD / CAM etched circuit board CAD. For etched circuit board

capabilities at Tektronix . automated placement and routing, we have the
PIRATE program (under development in the

WHAT'S AVAILABLE IN CAD? CAD / CAM Development group) as well as the
REDAC system in Wilsonville.

There are computer-aided design tools available for • Schematic digitizing. For schematic digitizing, we
virtually all disciplines involved in new product research and have ASAP and the Applicon systems as well as
development at Tektronix . On my desk , for example , I have SPRIG , a recently acquired system from Bell
both a microfiche file with references to over 4,000 papers Northern Research that combines both automated

written CAD and CAM and notebook of placement and routing and digitizing. Roger Bonzer

manufacturers' literature with over 500 pages describing
discusses schematic digitizing in an upcoming article

commercially available CAD/ CAM equipment . I'm
entitled , " From Logic Schematic to ECB With

confident that , with investigation , you will find the right
Computer-Aided Design ."

CAD tools for your needs .

on a
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Mechanical engineering, drafting, and analysis . We RISKS
have SAP5 for structural analysis and DDN for design

drafting. Finite element modeling is operational on a A CAD -system is not without risk. First, we must avoid
DEC VAX 11/780 computer. Jim Carden discusses revolutionary implementation. An aggressive CAD
this topic in a forthcoming Technology Report article program requires changing operational methodology and
on mechanical CAD / CAM. retraining CAD users ; both of those activities take time .

CAD FACILITY SELECTION
CAD represents change , and because most people resist

After examining your CAD requirements, you'll probably change, it can create psychological barriers to productivity.

find you need a spectrum of computer resources. At the top Managers should present CAD in the most positive ,

of the spectrum, you will require a large mainframe nonthreatening fashion possible to the people who will be

computer (such as the Cyber 173) to execute compute
using it .

bound analysis programs (programs requiring a lot of Avoid the NIH (not invented here) syndrome. Managers
computer processing) such as SPICE .

shouldn't approach CAD users with the attitude that they,

Moving down the spectrum, you will need a time-sharing,
the managers, have found the newest and best way for the

interactive system specialized for your discipline . These are
users to do their job; they will resist CAD at every step .

usually turn-key systems . The Atex (text editing) and Alternatively , if users are involved in the planning,

Applicon (ECB digitizing) systems are examplesof implementation, and operation of the CAD facilities from

specialized machines. the start, they're more likely to readily buy-in .

Last, over - reliance on CAD can produce weak engineers. If,

At the bottom of the spectrum , you will require local instead of using judgment and creativity , engineers let the

computer power (at the bench ) to ensure a high degree of computer do as much of the job as they possibly can , they

user interaction. This last requirement stems directly from won't be contributing their part ( creativity, judgment , and

the first law of CAD survival, cater to the human . intuition) to the CAD team .

80 s .

What sort of architecture is necessary to interconnect this SUMMARY

spectrum of resources ? A good choice is a multicomputer,

hierarchical , networked system . Such a network will not
CAD's goal is to improve human productivity . CAD is

restrict any area into a single CAD resource but will allow
critical for any company wishing to remain technology

users latitude in selecting the best CAD for each job .
driven in the 1980s. CAD requires a long -term commitment

to evolutionary growth ; a multicomputer , hierarchical,

Allowing users a strong role in the selection of CAD networked system is a viable structure for that long-term

facilities will encourage their buy-in and , therefore, their growth .

support and use of the facilities.
FOR MORE INFORMATION

Because CAD is expensive, Tek needs an architecture that
For more information or to discuss implementation of a

will allow us to expand our capabilities over the long- term .
CAD system in your area , contact Alan Winslow at ext . B

A computer network will allow for that evolutionary 6107 , d.s. 39-121 . O
growth. All in all , a multicomputer networked system will

put Tek on firm ground for CAD technology growth in the

ARE YOU A

BENEFITS COMMITTEE MEMBER?

An aggressive CAD program brings substantial benefits.

First, CAD allows us to consider and evaluate designs that, Are you a member of an industry -wide committee ?

without CAD, would require excessive time. Evaluating Technology Report can publish your committee assignment
more design alternatives and using design verification

or your report on committee activity . To report your
programs (another part of CAD) will enable us to produce committee assignment , we need your committee's name,
higher quality designs .

your name, your delivery station, and your extension. You

Second , by automating manual tasks in the development
may also submit similar information about an associate's

cycle, we can shorten the development schedule , thereby
committee assignment .

getting products to the marketplace more quickly . To publish a report on committee activity , you need only

submit a draft of the report to TR. We will work with you to
Third , with a multicomputer network , we can establish a

prepare finished copy . Send your report to Technology
common engineering data base . Through this common data

base , we can improve interfacing, acquire up -to -date data
Report, d.s. 53-077. O

for making engineering and management decisions , and

encourage design commonality.

Finally , engineers accelerate their learning pace when

working with state -of - the - art analytical tools . Also , through

design verification , senior designers pass on their experience

and judgment to less experienced personnel .
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PATENT RECEIVED : No. 4,137,479

MESHLESS SCAN -EXPANSION CRT

Vertical
Deflection Q4

Q3Bo Janko,

Electron Device

Engineering
ext. B -6651

Q1 Q2

10

Side View

High -performance CRTS for

oscilloscopes require a post-deflection

electron lens to magnify the size and

increase the brightness of the display .

Without this magnification , designers
would have to reduce one or more of

the following performance
characteristics of deflection

amplifiers: sensitivity , bandwidth , or

sweep rate; or they would have to

design a more complex amplifier.

1

o

MIDI

Horizontal

Deflection

Q4
Q3

Q1 Q2

1.

Top View

The conventional electron lens is

usually made from a fine metal mesh

which is easily contaminated with

particles during the manufacturing

process ; this contamination causes a

high reject rate . In the finished CRT ,

the mesh has properties that tend to

cause beam aberrations (defocusing );

it also intercepts electrons thereby

slightly reducing display brightness .

Tek CRTs having such mesh scan

expansion lenses are used in the 7904

and 465 oscilloscopes .

Figure 1. Side and top views of a stylized quadrupole lens system . Note the

expansion of the vertical and horizontal deflection angles by lens Q4. This system

employs four quadrupole lenses: Q1 through Q4.

ELECTRON
BEAM

MESHLESS SCAN EXPANSION

Q1

Q2

The meshless screen expansion (MSE)

technique Bo invented is based on an

electron lens similar to types used in

nuclear particle accelerators . This lens

is called a quadrupole acceleration
lens. Bo became familiar with such

lenses a physicist in nuclear

research .

AMIR
VERTICAL
DEFLECTION

Q3
as

HORIZONTAL
DEFLECTION

FACEPLATEInstead of having a fine mesh screen ,

the quadrupole acceleration lens is

made of contoured metal electrodes .

With quadrupole lenses , CRTs can be

more compact and have crisper

displays , thus they are excellent for

very high performance portable

scopes .

GEOMETRY
CORRECTOR

Q4 ACCELERATING
QUADRUPOLE LENS

The meshless scan -expansion CRT
structure three fouruses or

Figure 2. A CRT structure employing a meshless screen expansion system having

quadrupole lenses . The electron beam is shaped and deflected as the beam passes

through the CRT stages .Continued on page 7
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GROUP PROFILE :

ENVIRONMENTAL LABS

Herb Zajac, manager

Because we have the equipment to analyze vibration

problems in production machinery , manufacturing groups
also use our services.

In the labs , we conduct both operating and nonoperating

tests . Nonoperating tests simulate environmental stress of

shipment or storage and are more severe than tests the

instrument must pass while operating .

There are three labs within the Environmental Labs . All

three labs test products for operator safety.

The Electromagnetic Compatibility Lab (EMC) tests for

radiated and conducted electromagnetic interference from

Tek products . Further, the EMC Lab tests the reaction of

Tek products to external electromagnetic interference.

This lab also does x-ray emissions tests and electrostatic

The staff of the labs: Seated from left to right, Herb Zajac discharge tests . In addition, tests relating to Federal

(manager), Jim Smiley, Ruth Ann Rose, and Jo Ann Communications Commission ( FCC) and Food and Drug

McCollister; standing, from left to right, Tom Basta, Bob Administration (FDA) regulations are performed here.

Woolhiser, Henry Benitez , and Bill Verhoef.
The Dynamics Lab performs shock , vibration , and transit

Our business is environmental stress , the stress produced tests on packaged products , and also conducts

by the product itself or imposed on the product by accelerated - life tests . The Dynamics Lab has , or can build ,

weather , transportation , carelessness, warfare, and by mechanical-stress-testing equipment suitable for industry

other electronic products . We are equipped to simulate recognized procedures.
these stresses and determine whether a product can

survive the adverse electromagnetic, mechanical , and The Atmospheric Lab evaluates product reactions to

atmospheric conditions that Tek products sometimes must humidity, temperature, ozone and sulfate atmospheres ,

endure . salt spray, and ultraviolet light . This lab also tests for

flammability.

Business units consult us about designing to resist

environmental stress . With
our experienced staff, The sources of our test procedures are usually the

complete facilities, and ready access to outside resources , appropriate military specifications, not because they are

we are prepared to help designers anticipate and solve the most rigid ( some Tek specs are more rigid ), but

environmental problems at any time , but this help is most because they spell out the test methods in sufficient detail

effective while the product is on the drawing board .
Continued on page 8

Continued from page 6
horizontal deflection plates which scan expansion CRT for top -of- the

quadrupole lenses . The interrelation
horizontally deflect the beam. The line oscilloscopes . The MSE CRT is

of these lenses provides a high-quality scan and geometry of the horizontally- particularly well suited for top -of-the
electron-optical system , analogous in deflected beam is made more linear as line portables because of its

function to a high-quality objective
it passes through a linear geometry- compactness and performance.

lens in a camera . correction electrode . The beam next

moves through a post -deflection Many other manufacturers make

In applying this invention ( see figures
acceleration expansion lens ( Q4 ). This portables that compete with Tek in

1 and 2) , a CRT is provided with a dual
third , and final quadrupole lens,

both price and performance. But the

quadrupole lens (Q1 and Q2) for
comprised of parallel tubes having MSE CRT outperforms by far all

focusing the electron beam prior to the
contoured sections , expands the scan conventional CRTs and , thereby, will

beam passing into the vertical
of the beam and accelerates it . The help keep Tektronix the performance

deflection plates . The electron beam ,
beam , with little distortion , next leader .

after being vertically deflected in the strikes and excites the fluorescent

vertical deflection plates , passes into a FOR MORE INFORMATION

second quadrupole lens (Q3) which

focuses the vertically deflected beam For more information , call Bo , ext . B
PRODUCT APPLICATIONS

and increases the angle of deflection as
6651. O

the beam next passes between the Tektronix developed the meshless

screen .
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to insure repeatability (see " Demystifying MIL-T-28800, "

July Technology Report) .

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY LAB

The Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) Lab conducts

three kinds of tests : One , emissions tests, where we

measure the radiation a product produces while operating.

Two , susceptibility tests, where we check whether
radiation from other sources will prevent normal

operation of a Tek product . Three , conducted -interference

tests, where we check whether products connected to the

same power line will interfere with each other .

LED

The EMC Lab makes conducted-emissions tests on all

three wires of the power cord ( including the ground wire) .

Measurements are made on each wire using a one-turn

current transformer around the wire . The output of this

transformer is measured with a spectrum analyzer or an
amplitude-calibrated receiver . These tests are made at

frequencies from 30 Hz to 50 MHz.

In radiated testing ,testing, calibrated antennas pick up

electromagnetic radiation from a product . We measure this

" signal " with a spectrum analyzer or amplitude-calibrated

receiver . We perform radiated magnetic -field tests at
frequencies ranging from 30 Hz to 30 KHz and electric - field
tests from 14 kHz to 1 GHz . Figure 1. Bob Woolhiser using a Tektronix 7L12 Spectrum

Analyzer to test for electromagnetic radio - frequency

Susceptibility testing subjects a product to external interference conducted from a Tek product (not in picture) .

sources of electromagnetic radiation. We test by injecting The antenna in the foreground is used for radiated

signals in the range from 30 Hz to 400 MHz. We also emission testing.

subject the product to magnetic field radiated signals from
THE DYNAMICS LAB

30 Hz to 30 kHz and radiated electric - field signals from 14
kHz to 1 GHz .

The Dynamics Lab conducts three types of tests on

products , components , and subassemblies: engineering
The EMC Lab conducts electrostatic - charge tests to safety -factor evaluation, use-environment tests , and
determine the charge build -up on a product (or parts of a transit environment tests .

product) and the susceptibility of a product to external

electrostatic charge. These tests are important because Engineering safety - factor evaluation tests determine the

semiconductors are charge - sensitive. fragility of a product with a vibration - search test and a

shock test . In a vibration - search , we observe a product's

The manager of the EMC lab is Bob Woolhiser , ext . B- movements as the vibration frequency is slowly varied
7887 . from 10 Hz to 55 Hz (or higher) . A strobe lamp detects

ELECTROMAGNETIC

COMPATIBILITY (EMC) LAB
ATMOSPHERIC LAB DYNAMICS LAB

ELECTROSTATIC

RADIATED EMANATION

CONDUCTED EMANATION

X-RADIATION

OZONE

HUMIDITY

I ALTITUDE

TEMPERATURE

I ULTRAVIOLET

I FLAMMABILITY

SALT SPRAY

I SHOCK

I VIBRATION

I BENCH HANDLING

ACCELERATED LIFE

I PRODUCT SAFETY

PACKAGED INSTRUMENT

TRANSIT

I INSTRUMENT INTERFERENCE

1 PRODUCT SAFETY

FOOD AND DRUG COMMISSION

I FEDERAL COMMUNICATION COMM .

I ELECTROMAGNETIC

SUSCEPTIBILITY

I SULPHIDE

Figure 1. There are three labs in the Environmental Labs. This figure lists the labs and the tests that each lab performs.
The Environmental Labs advise Tek people about environmental stresses, perform all required environmental and
product-safety tests, and maintain environmental test facilities .
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parameter. For example , we have built load cells to

measure loads ranging from a fraction of a gram to many

tons . We regularly measure static and dynamic forces,

torques, displacements , and resistances.

The Dynamics Lab also uses high -speed photography to

record events such as CRT implosion and what happens

to a product during shock tests. We also use high - speed

photography to catch high- speed motions in machine

malfunctions.

The manager of the Dynamics Laboratory is Bill Verhoef,
ext. B-7887.

GLOSSARY
C

Accelerated life test - a simulation of the

expected stresses over the life of a product .

Engineering safety factor test - tests that

ascertain the degree of product fragility.

Hammer -shock tests - originally designed to
Figure 2. Joe Sanelle ( left) and Tom Basta test a large Tek simulate the shock of a warship firing its
made CRT for resonances on a shake table . guns simultaneously .

Load cells - transducer elements combined as
undesirable motion ; we particularly look for mechanical

resonances or extreme responses . The shock-test sequence
a unit to provide a calibrated measurement

stresses mechanical structures and components until they
range of force or weight .

fail or indicate that they are about to fail. Product-safety tests - tests that verify the safe

ness of a product for use by human opera

Use - environment tests simulate "normal " conditions of tors . These include shock hazard and

mechanical stress . The tests include the qualification shake, mechanical failure tests .

a test that simulates operation in a moving vehicle or

transportation of a product . THE ATMOSPHERIC LAB

Another use-environment test is the bench -handling test, The Atmospheric Lab is responsible for high-temperature ,

which drops a product onto a bench from various low-temperature , humidity , altitude , salt -atmosphere,

positions simulating a product's movements during rain, splashing-water, and immersion testing.

normal use and servicing. Continued on page 10

11
Probes, small accessories , parts , and components receive a

high -G shock of short duration that simulates normal use .

In the " real world , " small parts or accessories are often

dropped on a hard surface; they are expected to survive,
even when the G - forces reach 100 to 1000 .

We test , with mild vibration and shock , cameras,

equipment in racks, probe boxes , and other items that are

fastened to or plugged into another product .

In a transit -environment test, a product ( in its shipping

carton) is bounced , simulating a truck ride on a bumpy
road .

The transit-handling test is a series of drops on the

corners , edges , and faces of a packed shipping carton

from as high as four feet.

are

Mechanical and electromechanical testing are other major

functions of the Dynamics Lab. All the moving parts in

Tek products "cycled " ; that is , switches ,

potentiometers , handles , and cables are turned , flexed ,

lifted, wound , or unwound . During these tests , we

measure or monitor torque, resistance change, continuity,

and wear . These tests often require a special fixture to

hold a part, to apply or measure forces, or to monitor

some condition of the unit under test . The lab can build

fixtures and devices to measure almost any physical Figure 3. Jim Smiley is testing the flammability of a plastic.

9
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181ROKN)
Condensation tests determine what occurs when a product is

moved from a cold environment to a warm humid one ,

causing condensation on cold parts .

mas

Humidity testing determines the effect of surface moisture

on components and circuitry . Many plastics and adhesives

absorb moisture rapidly , causing deformed , cracked or

crazed parts, and bond failures. Another effect of

humidity is current leakage across high- impedance input
circuits or across high-voltage circuits . We induce these

effects by cycling temperature up and down in a high

humidity chamber. Humidity testing can also reveal

inadequate removal of conductive corrosive

contaminants on circuit boards .

or

or

Figure 4. Jo Ann McCollister preparing a CRT for high
and low -temperature tests in a test chamber .

Corrosion effects cause electrical , mechanical ,

appearance problems . Corrosion often results from

improper choices of metal alloys , finishes, and metal
combinations . An extreme example of metal

incompatibility is the use of cadmium-plated screws to

secure gold-plated circuit boards. This combination of

dissimilar metals produces ion migration and combination

effects that can cause catastrophic mechanical and

electrical failures . We induce these failures with humidty
tests .

High- and low -temperature tests determine if temperature

extremes will degrade electrical or mechanical properties .

Failures caused by temperature extremes include cracking

of plastic parts with metal inserts, lead-bond failure in

integrated circuits and transistors , adhesive-bond failure,

and plastic deformation at high temperatures.

At low temperatures , we test to assure that a product will

operate properly . Extreme cold can cause components to

change value or fail mechanically .

Altitude tests simulate shipment in nonpressurized air

transports and product operation at high altitudes . At high

altitude , high-voltage breakdown problems and corona may

occur in high - voltage circuitry. Corona generates ozone
which can break down finishes and insulation .

The storage -elevation test (at 50,000 feet) assures that

components , such as capacitors or gas - filled components ,
do not leak .

Lab engineers perform salt -spray tests to determine

whether external finishes and parts of a product do not

deteriorate on exposure to salt-corrosive environments .

The salt-spray test lasts 50 hours in a 20% salt-spray

environment (a much higher concentration than is ever

found in nature) .

The ultraviolet- exposure test simulates sunlight effects on

exterior parts and finishes. This test is far harsher than the

real world .

The sulfide -atmosphere corrosion test is performed on

gold -plated circuit boards and plated parts such as switch

contacts . The test checks the quality and integrity of gold

plated film and its ability to prevent corrosion of the

underlying copper or other conductive material .

w
The manager of the Atmospheric Laboratory is Jim

Smiley , ext . B- 7887 .

FOR MORE INFORMATION

For more information, call ext . B-7887 .

The Environmental Labs are located on the first floor of

building 50. The delivery station is 50-132 . Additional

facilities are located in Building 92 , Walker Road ,

managed by Henry Benitz, ext. WR- 1326 .
Figure 5. Humidity testing exposes a Tektronix product to a

sequence of carefully controlled temperature and humidity

conditions in a chamber . The chamber is to the right of Jim

Smiley , who is adjusting a strip - chart recorder to log test
conditions .

A videotape describing the testing capabilities of the

Environmental Labs is available from Herb Zajac, ext . B
7887. D
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" IT IS TEKTRONIX ' INTENT ..

THE REASONS BEHIND TEKTRONIX

WARRANTY STATEMENTS

The Warranty Policies Manual is the reference to use when With the preceding definitions in mind , and with the help of

you need definitive statements on warranty practices and the product groups , the Warranty Review Committee wrote

policies. This useful manual contains all approved warranty new statements that modified and consolidated previous

statements for all Tektronix product groups. But , what is warranty statements . The Committee adopted warranty

behind the material in the manual? That's what this article is periods consistent with current industry practice and what

about . the Committee considered to be good business practice . The

product of these efforts is the Warranty Policies Manual .

Twenty years ago , our warranty statement was simple : WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR WARRANTY
All Tektronix instruments are warranted against defective STATEMENTS?
materials and workmanship for one year. Tektronix

transformers, manufactured in our own plant, are Tektronix warranties are a corporate responsibility and

warranted for the life of the instrument. revisions , verbal or written , must be authorized by the

Tektronix Catalog 1960 corporate Warranty Policy Committee of which Stan

Kouba is the chair .

WARRANTY STATEMENTS ARE NO LONGER

SIMPLE We have to be careful in advertising or promoting our

products because judges can construe statements made by
As Tektronix developed more products and entered new salespersons and advertisements as adding to the written

market segments, it was no longer possible to write a simple warranty even though the warranty may state that
statement to cover all warranty situations . As a result , Tektronix will recognize no other promises or claims .
numerous and often conflicting warranty statements Contradictions between warranties and advertising claims

appeared , making it difficult for service organization people (but denied by a warranty ) have been a cause of legal action
and others to determine which statement applied to a by governmental agencies and consumers as unfair business

particular warranty claim . To correct this problem , Earl practices and false advertising.
Wantland , in 1976 , appointed a Warranty Policy

Committee to modify and clarify Tektronix warranty IS THERE A WARRANTY FOR SOFTWARE?

policies .
No. But Tek does provide software support. This support is

WHAT IS A WARRANTY? described in the Warranty Policies Manual .

What is a warranty ? A warranty is a statement of the seller's At the risk of oversimplification, one can say that after -sales

intent; it reflects the seller's confidence in the products sold , support of software and firmware is "remedial . ” Tektronix '

therefore a warranty has a direct influence on a customer's
intent is to deliver software as it was described in the

buying decision . A warranty , in effect, says to a customer: appropriate data sheet . We intend to remedy deviations

" This is the statement of our after - sale obligations to you . " from data sheet performance with field assistance to the

customer . The Warranty Policy Manual specifies that

The corporate intent has been stated : It is Tektronix ' intent assistance .

to provide unmatched value in products, service, and

business practices; this intent is expressed in our warranty
WHAT ELSE IS COVERED?

In addition to the warranties for products sold under

" standard " conditions , the Warranty Policies Manual
A comprehensive definition of a warranty can be quite covers the warranties for products sold to special market
detailed , as the following two examples show .

segments such OEMs (original equipment

One . "A written warranty is any written affirmation of fact manufacturers) and government agencies authorized to

or written promise made in connection with thesale ofa purchase using the General Services Administration

contracts . Tektronix also has warranties for parts,
product by a supplier to a buyer which relates to the nature

of the material or workmanship andaffirms or promises assemblies, supplies, and service. Modified products and

that such material or workmanship is free of defects or will
custom products have warranties too . The Warranty

meet a specified level of performance overa specified period Policies Manual defines all these warranties.

of time . " WHERE TO FIND THE MANUAL

Two . "A written warranty is any undertaking in writing in The Warranty Policies Manual is designed primarily for

connection with the sale by a supplier to refund , repair, or Tektronix sales and service personnel . However, updated

take other remedial action with respect to a product if such a copies of this loose- leaf publication are located in places

product fails to meet the specifications set forth in the accessible by most Portland -area Tektronix employees .

undertaking . " Most business units have copies . Continued on page 12

statements .

as
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SALES DEPEND ON SAFE

AND LICENSABLE DESIGNS

Wendy Blanton is a technical writer in Product Safety, part of Standards and Maintenance Support
She writes the reports that are necessary for receiving certification for Tektronix products by the

Underwriters Laboratory, Inc. (UL ), the Factory Mutual Research organization,and the British General
Post Office. Wendy has been at Tektronix for six years, three in Product Safety and three in

Cathode Ray TubeManufacturing

In Australia, Britain , and most other countries , the require an additional independent protective barrier (a

telephone systems are government owned and are operated barrier that provides shock protection in the event of a fault

by the post office. Consequently , anyone using or attaching in an isolating barrier) . Examples of an independent barrier

equipment to telephone and data transmission lines in these are double spacings and a sleeve over an insulated wire .

countries is subject to post office regulations . Under these

regulations , the post office must license any product or North American industry recognizes the value of having an

accessories to any product connected to these lines . The independent protective barrier, but is hesitant to depart

safety of post -office employees working on a line or modem from past practices where no deficiencies in the practices

is the objective of these licensing regulations .
have been identified. North American certification

laboratories have also invested a lot of time and effort in

Because, in most cases, we do not design our products to certifying insulating materials, so that functional insulations

meet foreign licensing requirements, many Tektronix would be more reliable . Consequently , North American

products must be reworked to be licensable — reworking is practice still accepts a single isolating barrier for both

not the best way to get a license. Reworking increases costs functional and protective isolation .

and delivery delays . It compounds after -sales product

support difficulties and , perhaps most important ,
ISOLATING BARRIERS

purchasing officials prefer to buy an item that is designed to
In respect to isolating barriers , agencies in both North

be licensable over one that can be reworked . America and Europe define three types of circuits : primary

circuits (those circuits directly connected to the line power),
WHAT SHOULD THE DESIGNER DO?

secondary circuits (those circuits separated from the line

To design a licensable product , the designer should use IEC power by an isolating barrier), and safety extra - low -voltage

435 as a guide . IEC 435 is an internationally agreed upon circuits (SELV) .

recommendation for the safety of data processing

equipment. It was developed by the International The maximum voltage level in a SELV circuit varies from

Electromechanical Commission . Both the British and standard to standard . IEC 435 , UL standards , and

Australian post offices ' safety and interface standards are
Australian standards all consider circuits with less than 30

based upon this recommendation . Therefore, any product volts ac rms or 42.4 volts ac peak and having less than 150

that complies with IEC 435 will meet their requirements .
watts to be SELV circuits . The British General Post Office

(GPO) considers circuits with less than 100 volts ac rms or

Product Safety will provide copies of IEC 435. We are also 150 volts dc to be SELV circuits. To assure compliance,

prepared to interpret it and advise you on its relevant Tektronix designers should design all accessible parts, such

elements . as a RS232 interface, to be SELV according to IEC 435 .

PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS All three circuits (primary , secondary, and SELV) must be

adequately isolated from each other . Primary circuits of

A designer can make a product electrically safe for people by opposite polarity must also be isolated from each other.
providing an isolating barrier to prevent an accessible part

from becoming a shock hazard . An isolating barrier consists THE PROTECTIVE VALUES OF SPACINGS

of any means that electrically isolates parts at different

voltages . An isolating barrier may consist of a spacing , for Adequate protective spacings (the distance between

example that space between rigidly mounted switch conductors) can reduce the possibilities of an operator or

terminals; or a grounded barrier, for example the grounded serviceperson receiving a hazardous shock. The voltage

shield in a layer-wound transformer; or an insulating potential between circuits or conductive parts determines

material, for example the molding material in a multilayer what is " adequate ." Protective spacings are categorized by :

circuit board .
• Creepage distance — the distance over a surface between

two conductors .
Because a single fault in a barrier can destroy the isolation of

a potential source of shock , most European countries Continued on page 14
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• Air clearance the distance through air between two
GLOSSARYconductors .

Creepage - The distance over a surface between
For both creepage and air - clearance spacings, designers

two points .
must assure , by special attention to circuit elements and to

Ground (earth) - A conducting connection ,
wiring, that spacings are rigidly maintained . This special

whether intentional or accidental by which an
attention applies not only to spacings on electronic circuit

electric circuit or equipment is connected to
boards, but also to spacings between board-mounted

the earth , or to some conducting body that
components and other parts of the product , for example
chassis and ground .

serves in place of the earth .

Functional isolating barrier - That isolating

If you plan to use spacings to provide the required isolating barrier separating conductive parts that en

barrier , they must be at least those indicated in table 1 to ables the product to operate normally .

comply with the requirements of safety and interface This functional barrier may also prevent

standards in North America . But , if you plan to use spacings electrical shock .

alone as an isolating barrier, you must double the value Functional insulation - Insulating material em
indicated in table 1 to be acceptable under IEC 435 . ployed as a functionalisolating barrier .

Isolating barrier - An isolating barrier consistsLICENSING FOR CONNECTION TO BRITISH
of any means that electrically isolates partsTELEPHONE DATA LINES
at different voltages . An isolating barrier

The British General Post Office examines data may consist of a spacing , for example that

communications equipment for two safety factors. First , the space between rigidly mounted switch ter

primary circuits must be completely isolated electrically and minals ; or a grounded barrier, for example

separated physically from the rest of the equipment by a the grounded shield in a layer-wound trans

barrier (see table 1 ) . Second , the low-voltage data former; or an insulating material , for example

communications interface ( RS232) circuit must be SELV . the molding material in multilayer circuit

The GPO specification also requires CRT high-voltage
board .

supplies to self - limit current to less than 50 milliamperes Motherboard - Sometimes called an inter

within 250 milliseconds after a 2000 -ohm load is applied . connect board .

Protective isolating barrier - Any additional
A barrier furnishes acceptable protection for the operator or barrier that during either normal operating
serviceperson of post office equipment when the RS232

conditions or fault conditions will prevent
interface circuit is isolated by a limiting device from each

the user of a product from receiving a shock .
non -SELV voltage generated in or connected to the unit

which is , in turn , connected to the telephone lines . Protective insulation - Insulating material em

ployed as a protective isolating barrier .

The limiting device must be effective within 250

milliseconds . The GPO recommends two techniques : one , isolating transformer, an isolating capacitor , a fuse, or an

isolate the voltage near its entry point into the unit with an isolating relay or switch (provided that an insulating barrier

isolating transformer, or two , isolate the post office or grounded metal barrier separates the relay or switch

equipment from the unit's non-SELV voltages with an contacts when both the non-SELV voltage and post office

isolating barrier between the unit and the post office equipment are connected to the contacts ) .

equipment . In this second technique , the barrier may be an
The GPO requires transformers, whether used for isolation

from either primary circuits or non -SELV voltage circuits ,
PROTECTIVE SPACINGS to have a solid metal shield directly connected to protective

VOLTAGES SPACINGS earth (ground) . The GPO also requires that windings must

(Millimeters ) not be bypassed with components or associated wiring or

ac rms dc , ac pk AIR CLEARANCE CREEPAGE have the potential to be accidentally bridged (shorted ) .

50 70 2 2
The layout of Tektronix reference information , such as

130 184 2.5 2.5
diagrams , should be such that our protective system can be

250 350 3 4 easily identified by people not familiar with Tek products .
440 620 3.5 4.5 Therefore, I recommend that schematics be drawn with the

650 920 4 6 mains circuits separated from the isolated circuits . Mains

1000 1400 5.5 9 schematics should include all mains circuits inside or outside

1500 2100 of the power supply ; include components such as the fan ,10 12
power switches , and degaussing coil . Finally , the mains2000 2800 12 14
schematic should have the barrier defined by a line drawn2500 3600 14 15.5
between mains and isolated circuits .

POWER SUPPLY DESIGN CONSIDERATIONSTable 1. The spacings in this table are for 3 -wire equipment

only. When considering spacings for 2-wire equipment , call

Product Safety , ext . TC-256 . This table is taken from IEC
435, Section 29 ; IEC 348 , Section 9.5.4; and UL 1244 ,
Section 9.7.1 .

The power-supply designer should provide a protective

system having two independent isolating barriers .

Continued on page 16
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ENGINEER IV PROFILE Engineer / Scientists IV's and V's serve as technical resources
both inside and outside the company. To increase their

visibility to the Tektronix technical community ,

Technology Report is publishing a series of profiles of these
individuals.

RALPH P. ULRICH
Ú001

Com

Ralph P. Ulrich ,
Monolithic Circuits

Development, ext.
B -4849 .

Ralph Ulrich's specialty is semiconductor materials and

processes for fabricating silicon devices and integrated

circuits . In his 18 years at Tektronix, Ralph has been a major
contributor in the development of in-house integrated and

hybrid circuit capability .

Ralph is now developing new processes for advanced higher

frequency and higher voltage ICs .

Ralph received his first formal electronics training as a Navy
electronic technician . Later, as a wheat farmer in North

Dakota he developed his mechanical skills . While farming,

he read and thought about technology . After the Korean

War put him back in the Navy, he returned to farming. In diodes were used to detect 30-picosecond duration sampling
1955 , farming was put aside in favor of a career in pulses in Tektronix sampling oscilloscopes . This wasn't

technology challenging enough for Ralph and his co-workers ; they felt

that Tek needed to "get into ICs . " They made a proposal to
He studied solid-state physics at the University of Southern develop Tek ICs ; it was debated, revised ... and finally
California and the University of Santa Clara. accepted . This major decision affecting Tek's future was

budgeted at only $78,000 for capital equipment . Tek's first
In 1956 , he joined Hughes Aircraft's research division and IC , horizontal lockout logic for 7000 Series Oscilloscopes ,
worked with semiconductor materials until 1959. In 1959 , he was produced in November 1966.
joined Fairchild Semiconductor as a senior engineer in the
Semiconductor Materials Division . During his employ FOR CONSULTATION

ment , Fairchild developed the first monolithic circuit (a

four -transistor flip - flop). To consult Ralph in the fields of semiconductor-device

physics , silicon -process technology, or hybrid -process

Developing gallium arsenide epitaxy and schottky diodes technology , call ext . B-4849 . O

were Ralph's first assignment at Tektronix in 1962. These

.
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Continued from page 14

The designer should know that domestic -manufactured Physical isolation of all isolating transformers should

components ( such as power switches ) have not (until include an earthed metal barrier completely enclosing the

recently) met European spacing requirements . Tektronix , in mains portion of the power supply .

the past , has used parts that have internal spacings of only

2.4 millimeters between opposite poles of mains circuits .
RS232 CIRCUIT DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

However, spacings of less than 3 millimeters between mains
When isolating the RS232 circuit from non-SELV voltage

and isolated circuits within a component are no longer circuits, the clearance that designers most often overlook is
acceptable . (Component Engineering is working on this the spacing between non-SELV voltage supply runs and
spacing problem . ) low -voltage logic runs on the motherboard .

Where the separation between mains and isolated circuits is Where isolation between the RS232 data communications
wire insulation , that insulation must be at least 0.4 interface and a non - SELV voltage depends on wiring
millimeters thick . Tektronix part -numbered 300 - volt wire ,

insulation , the requirements are the same as that for the
having an average minimum insulation of 0.3-millimeters ,

power-supply wiring : the insulation must be at least 0.4
does not meet this criterion . Instead of using heavier millimeters .
insulated wire, you may enclose the wiring in a sleeve or

secure it away from other circuits (spacing ). These If a RS232 logic circuit is connnected at any point to a non
alternatives apply both to mains wiring and to isolated SELV voltage , there must be sufficient impedance in the

wiring that might contact mains circuits . logic circuit to guarantee that even under fault conditions , a

non-SELV voltage can never reach the RS232 post office
The designer must verify that all transformers acting as connection .

isolating barriers between mains and isolated circuits
include an earthed metal barrier (shield ) or protective EXTRA-HIGH TENSION SUPPLIES
insulation between mains and isolated windings .

( Unfortunately , Tektronix - designed transformers Extra-high tension supplies for CRTs comply with the GPO

frequently have only single insulation between the leadouts requirements because the internal impedance of the supply

and the windings.) The mains leadouts or terminals should limits the current through a 2000 -ohm resistive load to less

be on the opposite side of the transformer from the isolated than 50 mA . However, it is good safety practice to use an

leadouts . All isolating transformers must pass the following earthed metal barrier or enclosure to isolate the supply from

tests . all other circuits .

FOR MORE INFORMATION• Induced voltage test there must be no insulation

breakdown when the transformer is connected to a

supply of five times the rated frequency and five times the
rated voltage for two minutes .

• Dielectric breakdown test — there must be no insulation

breakdown when 3700 volts dc is applied between the
mains and isolated windings .

• Insulation resistance test the measured insulation

resistance must be greater than 20 megohms when
measured at 500 volts dc .

Most applicable domestic and foreign standards are

available from Technical Standards. However, because

most standards are not uniformly enforced and are open for

interpretation , you should have a product-safety engineer

interpret safety standards and recommend solutions for

problems created by these standards . For the name of the

product safety engineer assigned to your product group , call

ext . B-5483 . O
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